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Historical Memes: Trollface

http://cdn.smosh.com/



An Explanation
This particular character is used in many different memes about purposefully 
antagonizing other people. This image typically follows a short story about being 
annoying and frustrating someone.



Historical Memes: Socially Awkward Penguin

fakeplus.com



An Explanation
This meme character is used in memes about doing socially awkward things in 
public. They are common instances to which many people may relate, but feel 
embarrassed about nonetheless.  



Historical Memes: Forever Alone

http://i0.kym-cdn.com/



An Explanation
The Forever Alone Guy is used in memes about having no friends, significant 
other, or general human interactions. This character is used to create a sense of 
solidarity between people who feel alone. The character is seen with a weak smile 
on his face and tears streaming from his eyes which is indication that this 
character (or a user of the character) has accepted his grim fate. 



Historical Memes: Challenge Accepted 

https://vignette3.wikia.nocookie.net



An Explanation
The Challenge Accepted Guy is used in memes about taking on a difficult task or 
assignment. This character is used relatively positively and is meant to evoke a 
sense of achievement about completing an everyday task, like carrying all the 
grocery bags from the car to the house at once.



https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com



An Explanation
The previous meme provides an example of an undesirable situation with which 
many people may identify. It helps to relieve some of the frustration of a sick 
student spreading their germs.



https://pics.onsizzle.com



An Explanation
This is an example of a wholesomeme. It encourages love and maintaining 
positive relationships. Wholesomemes are meant to be uplifting and lighthearted. 



https://media0ch-a.akamaihd.net



An Explanation
This is an example of a self-deprecating meme. It is meant to evoke a feeling of 
mutual understanding with regards to feeling generally overwhelmed or 
under-achieving. 



Hamster Dance
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qN72LEQnaU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qN72LEQnaU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qN72LEQnaU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qN72LEQnaU


An Explanation
This video is purely comedic and serves an entertainment purpose. It is one of the 
early memes.



http://s.quickmeme.com/



An Explanation 
This meme character is known as the Lazy College Senior. As the millennial 
population ages and begins to take on more responsibilities, memes serve to 
alleviate some of the stress of day-to-day life from college and work. 



What’s Next?
● Memes will help people understand conditions like autism, ADHD, social 

anxiety, etc.

● Memes will facilitate conversations in healthcare, education, and politics.

● Memes will ultimately be more professional and strategic.



Thank you!

https://img.memesuper.com https://i.imgflip.com https://img.memesuper.com


